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UM'S LODGEPOLE PINE RESEARCH MAY FORM
BASIS FOR NEW WOOD PRODUCTS MANUFACTURING
By Kathryn D. Hubbell, UM News and Publications
MISSOULA —
University of Montana researchers are working to introduce a
new product into Montana's beleaguered wood products industry.
Ed Burke, associate dean at UM's School of Forestry, has
worked for several years with Peter Koch from the Wood Science
Laboratory in Corvallis to develop a lodgepole pine I-beam for
use in home construction.

The I-beam uses flanges of small-

diameter, unmerchantable pine stems with webs of flakeboard or
plywood between.

The overall unit is both lighter and stronger

than traditional dimensional lumber.
The stumbling block to marketing the new product has been a
lack of available technology to manufacture it.

Now Burke, Koch

and Charles Keegan of UM's Bureau of Business and Economic
Research are looking at the technical aspects and feasibility of
a new type of multi-products wood plant using the
lodgepole pine.

small-diameter

A new $35,000 grant from the Montana Science and

Technology Alliance and $7,500 from UM's Forest and Conservation
Experiment Station fund the project.

Burke also has a grant

application pending with the U.S. Forest Service for $84,389.
Burke says the research team is looking at both Northwest
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Montana and Southwest Montana as possible sites for building a
new plant.

Libby in particular has the trees, roads and labor

force such an operation would need.
The primary concern in harvesting, milling and manufacturing
is the quality of the trees.

Trees used in construction cannot

have large knots in them or be infested with insects or disease.
Lodgepole pines are inherently stronger than many other types of
wood used in construction, Burke says, because they have smaller
knots.
Burke also says very few trees in any given stand are
suitable for the "variable length" I-beams.

As a result, he

foresees a need for a diversified plant that would also produce
flakeboard as well as products such as small posts, fence rails
and chips.
All of the manufacturing can be done on existing machinery
presently in Montana, Burke says.

The expense of a new plant is

in the sophisticated quality control testing equipment and, of
course, in building and staffing the plant itself.

He says large

and already well-established wood products companies could easily
start such an operation, but small-to-medium manufacturers might
also be able to move into the state and build such a business.
Besides looking at how such a plant would be built, what
products it would manufacture and what auxiliary operations would
be needed, Burke, Koch and Keegan are studying the potential
market for the products.

Because the I-beam construction makes
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for an extremely lightweight and flexible house, it would be
ideal for earthquake-prone areas such as California and Japan.
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